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Abstract: Brain Computer Interfacing (BCI) is a methodology which provides a way for communication from outside 

world using brain signals. It detects the specific patterns in a person‟s ongoing brain activity which relates to the 

person‟s intention to initiate control. The BCI system translates these patterns into meaningful control command. To 

develop BCI system, various signal processing algorithms are proposed. Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals are used 

to extract the features and further it is classified. A survey of different Classification algorithms is used in EEG-based 

BCI research and to identify their critical properties. This paper is organized with a recent methodology of feature 

extraction and feature Classification algorithms. It also aims at addressing the methods and technology adapted in each 

phase of the EEG signal processing. It also highlights the pros and cons by reviewing literatures, books and other 

related documents. This survey helps in designing a suitable algorithm for the development and implementation of 

further classification of signals. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a method of communication based on the neuronal activity generated by the brain 

and its normal output pathways between nerves and muscles. It also emphasizes on Human-Machine Interaction 

between humans, computers and machines [12].This paper summarizes on the recent comprehensive survey of feature 

extraction methods and feature classification techniques. Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals are electrical signals 

collected from the scalp. They are frequently used in Brain-computer Interaction. However, EEG signals change over 

time and are highly non-stationary. The major challenges in BCI research are how to extract the features in time 

varying EEG signals. The EEG signals record as a weak potential by placing the electrodes on the scalp and analyse to 

establish a BCI.The acquired raw EEG signal is pre-processed. Figure 1, represents the raw EEG signal.  

Pre-processing is a state of processing the EEG signal to remove the baseline and performing its average of the signal 

from the original signals. The noise free EEG signal is analysed by using wavelet transform to extract all the 

fundamental frequency components of EEG signal i.e. alpha, beta, gamma, delta and theta. 

 

 
Figure 1: Raw EEG Signal 
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From the BCI block diagram, an EEG signal has been acquired from the scalp of the brain using EEG acquisition set-up 

and the EEG Bands are extracted. The frequency sub bands are further classified and the signals are detected.  

The separation of EEG for feature classification is based on the decomposition of the signal to certain levels. Figure 2, 

shows the Basic Block diagram of Brain Computer Interface System 

 

 
Figure 2: Brain Computer Interface System 

 

From the EEG signal it is possible to differentiate gamma, Beta alpha, delta and theta bands. The gamma band is 

modulated by sensory input and internal processes which relates to memory and attention, which lies at a frequency of 

30-100 Hz. The beta is located at frontal, central region which are associated with normal waking consciousness, which 

lies at a frequency of 13-30 Hz. Alpha waves have a frequency spectrum ranging from 8-13 Hz which lie in the 

occipital region. It refers to an awake person when the eyes are closed. Beta waves lie at a frequency ranging from 13-

30 Hz and are detected in the parietal and the frontal lobes. The delta waves have the frequency range of 0.5-4 Hz and 

are detectable in infants and sleeping adults. The theta waves have the frequency range of 4-8 Hz and are obtained from 

children and sleeping adults. The following, Table 1 illustrates the different EEG Band levels. 

 

Table 1: Different EEG Bands with their locations 

 

 
 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

Emotions play a significant role in affecting computing. The emotions are happy, sad, surprise, angry etc, which are 

used to find the mental stress and mental disorders. In human brain each and every cell performs a specific function. 

Each and every function is used to analysis the decision making for a particular problem. There are many works which 

are proposed to understand the EEG analysis which relates to feature extraction and a classification techniques, a 

survey of many works has been discussed. In [1] different kinds of emotions and their EEG features and different 

feature extraction methods like Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and SVM are implemented [2] Dimensionality 

reduction methods like PCA, LDA, and CFS are adopted and compared on the feature set. The best average 

classification accuracy of 91.77% was achieved. In [3], adaptive methods for EEG signal segmentation in time-

frequency domain was implemented. C.Petrantonais used higher order crossings(HOC) for feature extraction and a 

robust  classification method by name HOC-Emotion classifier (HOC-EC) implemented using four different classifiers 

namely quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), k-nearest neighbour, Mahalanobis distance, and support vector 

machines (SVMs), in order to accomplish efficient emotion recognition. In [5] SVM‟s are used to classify those 

emotions into different group like negative and positive emotions The emotions are identified using short term 

assessment and particular time related emotions only extract using STFT and MI and classify those emotions using 

SVM, RVM. All these techniques and methods are implemented using MATLAB and different subjects were used to 

analysis the emotions. Mandeep singh et.al in [6] considers EEG signals for 4 different subjects. The extracted EEG 

signals are decomposed into different sub bands using discrete wavelet transform. EEG bands namely gamma, beta, 
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alpha, theta and delta are extracted which is classified into 2 classes of emotions namely High arousal (HA) and Low 

arousal (LA). In [7] EEG signals are classified using two emotions (i.e., positive and negative) by giving an external 

stimulus. The power spectrum features, are analysed with an accuracy rate of about 85.41% by using SVM Classifier. 

All these methods proposed by these authors will give a brief summary of all the techniques used for both feature 

extraction and feature classification of EEG signals. 

 

3. 10-20 ELECTRODE PLACEMENT SYSTEM 

 

The placement of electrodes over the scalp for data capturing is done based on the Standard International System for 

placement of electrodes by the name 10-20 Electrode Placement System, 10-10 System and 10-5 System[23][24].The 

10-20 system of placement of electrodes is shown below in Fig.3. Many of the researchers have used 10-20 system to 

capture data. Each electrode placed on the scalp is defined using alphabets. The frontal lobe is designated as F, parietal 

lobe as P, Temporal lobe as T and Occipital lobe is designated as O.All the above researchers used 10-20 system for 

placement of electrodes. It is an internationally recognized method for the placement of electrodes for the EEG signals 

to capture EEG data. From Figure 3, the Vertical imaginary line is drawn from nasion to the inion and a horizontal line 

from left ear lobe to right ear lobe. From 10% above the nasion and inion, along vertical line a circle is drawn around 

the head, other electrodes are positioned maintaining a 20% inter electrode as indicated by the 20.20% up from the 

circle from the nasion is Fz, and another 20% further along is the top of head labelled Cz. Pz is positioned on the 

vertical line in a similar manner. 

C3, T3, C4 and T4 are positioned in the same way along the horizontal mark. The electrodes on the imaginary circle are 

also at a 20% distance from each other, while keeping T3 and T4 on the horizontal line. The remaining electrodes are 

placed equidistant between the vertical line and the circle, filling the horizontal lines of the frontal and parietal 

 

B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA): It is a type of dimensional reduction analysis technique used for feature 

extraction. In PCA, dimensional reduction is achieved by projection to lower dimensional space using linear 

transformation. Although PCA is a simple and classical method, it can often effectively reduce redundant information. 

PCA assumes that the data is linear. 

 

C. Wavelet Transform (WT): The EEG signal is non-stationary and is best suited for time-frequency methods. The 

transforms are a family of functions derived from a generating function called mother wavelet using translation and 

dilation operations. Wavelet transform has the advantage of having a varying window size which is broad at low 

frequency and narrow at high frequency. Short time windows are accustomed to get high frequency data. Wavelet 

transform gives precise data at high frequencies [13].This makes the wavelet transform suitable to get the frequency 

data at low frequencies and precise time for the analysis of irregular knowledge patterns, such as impulses occurring at 

various time instances and also uses multivariate signals. 

 

 
Figure 3:The 10-20 system of placement of electrodes [22] 

 

D. Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT): 

A continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is employed to divide a continuous time function into wavelets. Unlike Fourier 

transform, the continuous wavelet transform acquires the power to construct a time frequency representation of a signal 

that gives excellent time frequency localization. However, its major weakness is that scaling parameter and translation 

parameter of CWT change continuously. Thus, the coefficients of the wavelet for all available scales after calculation 

will consume a lot of effort and yield a lot of unused information [14] 
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4. FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS 

 

Feature Extraction is the process of identifying a particular information form EEG which is been measured by the 

neuronal activity from the brain. Features are characteristics of a signal that are able to differentiate emotions .The main 

task of feature extraction is to derive the salient features which can map the EEG data into consequent emotion states. 

There are different feature extraction methods used for analyzing the EEG signals. After obtaining the noise-free 

signals from the signal enhancement phase, essential features from the brain signals were extracted. Some of the 

proposed methods include discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), Adaptive Auto 

Regressive parameters (AAR), Bilinear AAR, multivariate AAR, PCA, ICA, Genetic Algorithms. Among these FFT, 

DWT, ICA, PCA are the most commonly used feature Extraction methods. The different Extraction techniques are 

discussed below, to analyse and choose the best Feature Extraction method in our Research. 

 

A. Independent Component Analysis (ICA): ICA is one of the most commonly used feature extraction 

techniques.ICA is a blind source separation technique (of knowing the source and channel characteristics), and used for 

the extraction of multiplying source signal with unknown mixing matrix. The aim of ICA will be to obtain un-mixing 

matrix that original source signals can be reconstructed.  

 

B. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): DWT are wavelets which are discretely sampled. By considering a signal 

x(n), as shown in Fig.4 , the signal is decomposed into high pass filter and low pass filter , where the outputs are giving 

the detailed co-efficient from high pass filter and approximation co-efficient from the low pass filter. The two filters are 

related to each other and are known as “Quadrature Mirror Filter”. DWT works on the principle of multi scale 

feature representation. 

 

C. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): The FFT is an important and efficient tool for the feature extraction. FFT 

algorithm is involved a wide range of mathematical operation from simple real and complex numbers arithmetic to 

group theory. The calculation is very complex and time consuming to reduce the operation time and increasing the 

speed by using FFT. They are used in a wide variety of applications, from digital signal processing and solving partial 

differential equations to algorithms for quick multiplication of large integers. 

 

5. FEATURE CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES 
 

Different extraction methods are understood to select a better method, the extracted features are fed as input for further 

classification. It is done by a suitable classifier for recognition and detection of emotions. A classifier is a system that 

divides some data into different classes, and gives the relationship between the features and the emotion that belongs to 

that part of the EEG signal. There are several methods of classification like Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector 

Machine, and Linear Discriminant Classifier-NN classifiers and PNN Classifier are used for classification which can be 

understood and can be chosen from the different classifiers. After extracting, the feature classification is used to group 

the related emotions. The following methods are discussed below. 

 

5.1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK: An Artificial neural Network (ANN) is a computational model based 

on the structure and functions of biological neurons. The information is passed through the network which affects the 

structure of the ANN as the network changes and learns the different paradigms based on the input and output. [15] 

Information flows from one node to another node and neurons are called as elements. NN has the input layer, hidden 

layer and output layer. It has following features, Computer Based Learning, Ability to arrange nodes itself, Real Time 

Processing, Ability to with stand in failure. Neural network finds the pattern to analyse the particular emotion. There 

are three types of learning from the neural network they are Supervised Training, Unsupervised Training, and 

Reinforcement Training. For Supervised Learning there is a target class which is used to find the output exactly we 

want. Unsupervised Training there is no target class we have to find the output, which is related to the problem. 

Reinforcement is the combination of both. Based on these NN we have to find a particular pattern for emotion. 

 

5.2. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR (K-NN): KNN is a non-parametric method that classifies the data by comparing 

the training data and testing data based on estimating the feature values. Nearest-neighbour classifiers are based on 

learning by comparing test tuple with training tuples that are similar to it. When tuple is not familiar then k-nearest-

neighbour classifier searches the pattern space for the k training tuples that are closest to the unknown tuple. These k 

training tuples are the k “nearest neighbours” of the unknown tuple. The  closeness is defined by using Euclidean 

distance formula given by: 

 

Dist(X1, X2) = ∑(𝐱𝟏𝐢 − 𝐱𝟐𝐢)² ………… (1) 
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The Euclidean space between two points or tuples, say, X1 = (x11, x12… x1n) and X2 = (x21, x22 ...x2n), is where, 

x1i and x2i represents the training and testing data respectively. Different attributes are measured on different scales, so 

if the Euclidean distance formula is used directly, the effect of some attributes might be completely dwarfed by others 

that have larger scales of measurement. After feature extraction process the EEG training data and test data is passed to 

the classification process. Then Euclidean distance is calculated between each EEG training sample and testing sample. 

The class for first K neighbors is considered and the majority vote is the classified class. The accuracy for the KNN is 

high as compared to the other classifiers. [15] 

 

5.3. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM): The SVM is extensively used for classification, regression and 

density. It maps the input patterns into a higher dimensional feature space through some non-linear mapping. A linear 

decision surface is then constructed in this high-dimensional-feature space. SVM is considered as a linear classifier in 

the parameter space, but it becomes a nonlinear classifier as a result of the nonlinear mapping of the space of the input 

patterns into the high-dimensional feature space. Training the SVM is a quadratic-optimization problem. The 

construction of a hyper plane given by wT x + b = 0 where (w is the vector of hyper plane coefficients, b is a bias term) 

so that the margin between the hyper plane and the nearest point is maximized and can be posed as the quadratic-

optimization problem.SVM has been shown to provide high-generalization ability. A proper kernel function for a 

certain problem is dependent on the specific data and till now there is no good method on how to choose a kernel 

function. 

 

5.4. LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (LDA): Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is one of the most 

popular classification algorithms for Brain Computer Interface applications, and has been used successfully in a large 

number of systems. LDA linearly transforms data from high dimensional space to low dimensional space. Finally the 

decision is made in the low dimensional space. Thus the definition of the decision boundary plays an important role in 

classification process.  

 

 

5.5. PROBABILISTIC NEURAL NETWORK (PNN): A single PNN is capable of handling multiclass 

problems. This is opposite to SVM, which decompose a multiclass classification problem into dichotomies and each 

chotomizer has to separate a single class from all others. The PNN architecture is composed of many interconnected 

processing units or neurons organized in successive layers. The input layer unit does not perform any computation and 

simply distributes the input to the neurons in the pattern layer. On receiving a pattern x from the input layer, the neuron 

xij of the pattern layer computes its output given by the equation: 

Φij(x) = 
𝟏

(𝟐𝛑)𝐝/𝟐𝛔𝐝
exp [-

(𝐱−𝐱𝐢𝐣)
𝐓(𝐱−𝐱𝐢𝐣)

𝟐𝛔²
] ---------- (2) 

 

where d denotes the dimension of the pattern vector x, σ is the smoothing parameter, and xij is the neuron vector. 

 

6. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES 

 

Table 2: Different Feature Extraction Methods with their advantages and disadvantages 
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The above Table 2, illustrates the different feature methods with its advantages and disadvantages, which helps us to 

understand the EEG signal and analyse the emotion related features. From this we can identify the particular 

characteristic of the methods and also identify the methods. 

 

7. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF CLASSIFICATION METHODS 

 

The following Table 3, explains that different feature classification method and its advantages, disadvantages, which 

helps us to understand the different Classification Algorithms and later can be used for emotion classification, where 

the emotions are detected and the accuracy is performed after classification  

 

Table 3: Different Feature Classification Methods with their advantages and disadvantages 

 

 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

This Survey paper gives a clear review of different Feature Extraction and Classification methods in Brain Computer 

Interface, which can be implemented for the detection of human emotions, for identifying the best algorithm. 

Researchers will improvise the efficiency and accuracy in determining the appropriate method which can be used in 

Emotion Classification. The emotions are identified by EEG signal with different feature extraction techniques and 

classification methods. The emotions accuracy may be varied from one extract technique to another. Different 

extraction techniques that combine with the classification method provide better results. This accuracy level is used to 

analyse which method is suitable to classify the emotions in different genres of people. 
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